
LAUNCHING A NEW CHURCH PLANT
A group of believers contacted our church, asking us to help them conduct Bible studies in their town, approximately 25
miles north of our city. Pastor Malick will
take a group from our church one Sunday evening every month to lead the studies. Our goal is to launch a new church by
the end of the summer after our return to Senegal. Pray that the Lord will call a man to lead this work.

BUILDING PROJECT UPDATE
We have been overwhelmed by the response to our building projects. So far, $55,000 has been given to purchase the
land. This property is in a strategic new development in our rapidly growing city. After seeing our initial blueprints, the
“Newtown” community developer told me he relocated his gated community project near our properties. We were told
that the World Bank purchased the land north, adjacent to our property. They will build thousands of homes, and tens of
thousands will move to this area in the coming years. Thank you to all who gave to purchase the Land.

Churches and individuals have also begun to send donations for the buildings. A school in Florida donated over 20k. We
have nearly 50k given toward the Admin building, which will house offices, a new studio, and a public library where our
church can meet until we build an auditorium. 

For phase one of our project, which includes land purchase, the Admin building, a medical clinic, a security wall, and the
waste management system, we aim to raise 300k. That sounds like a lot, but we praise the Lord that nearly 100k has
already been given toward the project! Would you pray for this project and consider giving toward it? Gifts for land and
buildings can be sent to BIMI’s Sahara Initiative Account, #421. Please indicate if there is a specific project you would
like to help fund. 

Here is the breakdown of what we are raising funds for:
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55k raised for land. Another 25k would allow us to secure the entire
block for the ministry.

Admin Building, Security wall, waste management
30k raised out of  175k

25k raised for the Medical Clinic out of 70k needed
Other miscellaneous needs:

a transport motorcycle to
carry goods to and from
the work site: $4,000

Outdoor Basketball Court
$5,000


